Introducing *Read 180 on Ed*

From Phonics to Fluency to Proficiency!

Grades 3 - 12

All-New Digital Platform

With over 20 years of efficacy and research, *Read 180*’s new platform combines the best of technology, content delivery, and personalized instruction creating a solution that implements with ease.

*Read 180 on Ed* helps striving readers gain the *foundational* and *comprehension* skills students need for fluent reading.

See what’s different:

**Personalized Adaptive Practice**
New look on *Ed* helps students feel included and gain confidence with *foundational* or *comprehension* skills within the Student Application as it looks like the same program.

**Growth Measure & Actionable Data**
*HMH Growth Measure* offers insightful reporting, analytics, and grouping that can automatically inform personalized practice to fill learning gaps and promote acceleration.

See what’s familiar:

**Enhanced Multilingual Support**
Language Launch Volume I focuses on the social and content-area language that students need as they learn English for the first time.

**Incorporates ReaL Book: Workshop & ReaL Book Code**
(formerly System 44)
*Read 180* continues to engage students with the 5 Pillars housed within one product: Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, Vocabulary, Fluency, and Comprehension.

**Professional Learning Support for Teachers**
The NEW Teacher’s Corner provides embedded access to on-demand professional learning and teaching support anytime, anywhere as well as virtual live events.

**Instructional Tools for Teachers**
Aligned Whole, Small Group, and Code Teaching Guides plus Resources for Differentiation Instruction are provided in both print and digital formats.